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ABSTRACT

Gödel proved his Incompleteness theorems for any theory ‘strong’ enough to represent recur-

sive functions. In the process he showed that the provability predicate can be represented

in such theories. Modal logics of provability are modal logics which attempt to express the

concept of ‘provability’ and ‘consistency’ using the modal operators ‘ [1 ’ and ‘<>’ respec-

tively. This is achieved by forcing ‘ [:1 ’ to behave lilte the provability predicate. GL is a

modal logic which has been shown to be complete and sound with respect to arithmetic

theories (theories which can represent all recursive functions), hence results about concepts

such as ‘consistency’, ‘provability’ and ‘decidabi1ity’ in arithmetic theories can be stated and

proved in GL. It has also been proved that GL is complete with respect to the class of finite,

transitive, reversely well—founded models. This essentially means that the set of theorems of

GL is recursive and hence there exists an effective procedure to determine whether a given

wff is a theorem of GL or not. We investigate a weaker version of GL called GH and show

that GH is not complete with respect to arithmetic theories. We show this by first showing

that GH is a proper subset of GL and then showing that the theorems missing from GH I

are properties of the provability predicate. We finally, show that GH is not complete with I

respect to the class of transitive, reversely well-founded models and hence not sound

andcompletewith respect to any frame. i
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1. Introduction.
The subject of this work is the connection between an ancient branch of logic, first

investigated by Aristotle, and known as modal logic and a rather recent branch of logic, the

mathematical study of mathematics itself.

The fundamental concepts in modal logic are those of ‘necessity’ and ‘possibility’,

and modal logic is often known as the logic of ‘necessity’ and ‘possibility’. Hence, it is

possible to express statements such as ‘It is possible that such statements can be expressed

in modal logic] in modal logic. ‘Possibility’ and ‘necessity’ are often referred to as modal

operators. Hence the statement ‘It is necessary that za + ya = za ’ can be thought of as

the ‘necessity’ operator applied to the statement ‘1:a + yß = za’. It should be noted that the

truth value of a modal statement (i.e. a statement containing a modal operator) does not

always depend on the truth value of the statement on which the modal operator is applied.

For example, we may be able to find integers 1:, y, and z such that xa + ya = za, yet the

statement ‘It is necessary that xa + yß = za] might be false, i.e., what is not necessary

may very well be true. It should, however, be noted that the two modal operators are not

independent and can be expressed in terms of each other. Something is necessary if it is

not possible that it is not the case, while something is possible if it is not necessary that it

is not the case. i
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Modal logic, in more recent times, has been given a broader treatment. The modal

operators are no longer used to represent only ‘necessity’ and ‘possibility’. Instead, they

can represent a variety of concepts which makes it possible to express statements such as
‘It is known that —.’, ‘It is believed that —.’, ‘It is obligatory that ——.’, ‘It is permissible

that —.’ etc. by letting a modal operator mean ‘knowing’, ‘believing’, ‘obligation’ and

‘permissibility’ respectively. But deciding what a modal operator should mean is just the

beginning. To create a meaningful system we need to determine a set of axioms and inference

rules consistent with the interpretation the modal operator is intended to have. For example,
l

it seems reasonable that systems which encode ‘knowing’ and ‘believing’ might have as an

inference rule, the statement ‘knowing A implies believing A’. But, there can be a variety

of views on what a ‘meaningful system’ is and what a ‘resonable rule of inference’ is. Such

problems are of current interest in the area of Artificial Intelligence.

In contrast to modal logic, which has always been on the periphery of formal logic,

nothing is closer to the heart of formal logic than Kurt Gödel’s work on the mathematics of

formal mathematical systems. His Incompleteness theorems concern rigorous presentations

of mathematical theories known as axiomatic or formal systems, among them, the widely

studied PA (Peano Arithmetic) and ZF (Zermelo·Fraenkel set theory). PA, formally, de-

scribes natural numbers and the elementary operations of addition and multiplication on

them, while ZF is stronger and can be used to derive almost all of known mathematics.

Gödel’s first Incompleteness theorem says that in any ‘reasonably’ strong, consis-

tent, axiomatic theory (e.g., PA,ZF) certain sentences can be formulated in the language

of the theory that they can neither be proved nor disproved. Such sentences are called ‘u11-

decidable’ and systems that contain undecidable sentences are called ‘incomplete’. Gödel

proved that any ‘reasonably’ strong, consistent, axiomatic theory is incomplete. Gödel’s

second Incompleteness theorem was a bigger surprise, because it showed that among the

, Introduction. 2
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undecidable sentences of a ‘reasonably’ strong, consistent, axiomatic theory are those that 1

express the ‘consistency’ of the theory. He showed that no consistent axiomatic theory can

prove its own consistency.

Gödel did all this by using an ingenious technique called Gödel numbering, to show

that axiomatic theories such as PA are strong enough to express the concept of ‘provability’.

In other words, he showed that a statement such as ‘provable A’ could be constructed in PA

and would express the fact that ‘A is provable in PA’. He then constructed the sentence
‘A is identical to not provable A’. This is analogous to the “liar” sentence ‘ "attached to

its own quotation is false” attached to its own quotation is false’ and just as the above

statement cannot be either true or false, A cannot be proved or disproved in PA and hence

is an example of an undecidable sentence.

A connection between modal logic and Arithmetic is established when we interpret

the modal operator ‘[] ’, which usually means ‘necessity’ as ‘provable in PA’ and ‘(>’ which

usually means ‘possibility’ as ‘consistent with PA’. If the properties of Gödel’s provability

_ predicate are successfully axiomatized in terms of ‘[:]’, then metatheorems of Arithmetic

can be proved in modal logc. This axiomatization was successfully achieved by George

Boolos [Bool79] and others who created a system of modal logic called GL, in which ‘ [1 ’

did behave like the provability concept of Gödel.

In this thesis we first investigate GL and its variants which have come to be known

as ‘modal logics of provability’. As our main result we show that a variant of GL called GH,

which was conjectured to be incapable of encoding the concept of provability [Boo1Sa] is

indeed lacking in the theorems required to encode the provability predicate. We also identify

the missing axiom from GH and show that its addition will make GH as strong as GL. This

missing axiom turns out to be a formalization of the Löb’s theorem in GL. These results

imply that the Löb’s theorem is a very important property of the provability predicate andIntroduction. 3
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cannot be dispensed with. We also show that GH is not complete with respect to the class

of transitive, reversely well-founded models. In doing that, we answer all questions with

regard to GH as a modal logic of provability.

We now briefiy discuss the organisation of this thesis. The second chapter introduces

notations and definitions concerning propositional and predicate logic. More importantly,

it discusses the theorems of Gödel and Löb which form the basis for this work. The syntax
and semantics of propositional modal systems such as K, K4,T and GL are discussed in

the third chapter. We give a proof to show that GL is va.lid in a frame (W,R) iff R is

transitive and reversely well—founded. This chapter also discusses predicate modal systems

with and without the Barcan Schema. We also show that there is a correspondence between

modal propositional systems and their predicate versions in terms of their soundness and

completeness. The fourth chapter discusses the proof due to George Boolos [BoR,i87] which

shows that GL is complete with respect to the class of finite, transitive, reversely well-

founded models. In order to show that GL is valid with respect to Arithmetic theories we

use an alternate characterization of GL as an extension of K4. We finally sketch the proof

for the completeness of GL with respect to Arithmetic theories which was due to Solovay

[S0lo76]. In the fifth chapter we prove our main result which shows that GH, a weaker

version of GL is a proper subset of GL. We also show that GL = GH LJ{[]a —» []|_';]a}. In

doing this we completely answer Boolos’ conjecture [BoolSa] in the affirmative. We conclude

from our results that GH is not complete with respect Arithmetic theories and is also not

complete with respect to the class of transitive, reversely well-founded models.

Introduction. 4 k
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2. Logical and Arithmetic Preliminaries.
This chapter reviews some background material and establishes certain notational

conventions that shall be adhered to, in the theorems and proofs of the subsequent chapters.

Propositional and predicate logics are reviewed because they form a basis for our construc-

tion of modal logics. Arithmetic theories are reviewed because they are a motivation for

studying modal logics of provability.

2.1.LogicaI Prcliminarics.

We sha.ll give a rather brief description of the syntax and semantics of propositional

logic and first order logic. We shall not discuss completeness and decidability results of

these systems because they are not relevant to our problem. [Hunt73] deals extensively

with these results.

2.1.1. Propositional Logic.

We shall call the system of propositional logic PC. The symbols of PC are:

a countably infinite number of propositional variables p, q, 1·,. . .;

logical connectives —~ and V;

punctuation symbols ( and );

The language of PC which we shall denote L is defined as follows :

all propositional variables are in Lpc

Logical and Arithmetic Preliminaries. 5



Lf C! E Lpg lZl1€I1 ‘•C! E Lpc

lfüqß Lpc llll€Il Ct/Vß E Lpg

H Q E Lpc tll€Il (C!) E Lpg.

The axioms of PC are

PC1 : A —» (B —-» A)

PC2: (A—+(B—»C))—»((A—»B)—»(A—»C)).

PC3 : (·~A —» —·B) —+ (B —> A).

The rule of inference is

‘If A and A —» B are theorems of PC then B is a theorem of PC’.

This is called ModusPonensA

model for the sentences of PC is a function V defined as follows :

For every propositional variable p, V(p) = 0 or V(p) = 1.

V(—A) = 1 if V(A) = 0; otherwise V(«A) = 0.

V(A V B): 1 if V(A) = 1 or V(B) = 1; otherwise V(A V B): 0.

Throughout the thesis we shall freely use logical connectives such as ‘A’ and ‘—-»’.

The fact that they have not been defined as part of Lpc does not matter because they can

be defined in the obvious way in terms of the logical connectives that are part of Lpc.

2.1.2. Predicate Logic.

Predicate logic or first order logic, which we shall call FOL, can be obtained from

propositional logic by the addition of variables, predicates and quantifiers. Formally, the
ii

symbols of FOL are

For each n(2 1), there are countably infinite number of n-place predicate symbols qö, ip, ic,. ..

Countably infinite number of variables x, y,. ..

Logical connectives V and —·.

Logical and Arithmetic Preliminaries. 6



i Universal quantifier V. l
Punctuation symbols (andThe

language of FOL is defined as

If ¢> is an n—place predicate and xl, ..., 1:,, are variables

théll ¢(:Bl,.. .,1:„)6 LFQL.

H A E LFQL tl1€Il "•A E

LFOL.HA,B E LFQL tl’1€Il AVB E LFQL.

If A 6 Lpgl, and 22 a variable then (Vx)A 6 LFOL.

If A, B 6 LFOL and 1: is an individual variable then the axioms of FOL are

FOLI : All axioms of PC.

FOL2 : Vx(A ·—+ B) —• (VxA —» VxB).

FOL3 : A —-» VxA, where x is any variable not free in A.

FOL4 : VxA —• A(x/t), where t is any term free for x in A.

The rule of inference is Modus Ponens.

A model for FOL is (V, D) where D is a denumerable set of objects called the domain

and V is a function defined as

V(d>) Q D" if cb is an n-place predicate symbol.

V(x) 6 D if 27 is a variable.

V(¢>(¤=1„=¤1„--—„¤¤„)) = 1 if E V(¢)
V(q$(1:l,x2, . . .,1:,,)) : 0 otherwise.

If A 6 Lpol, then V(·-A) : 1 if V(A) : 0

V(—·A) : 0 otherwise,

If A,B 6 Lpol, then V(A V B) : 1 if V(A) : 1 or V(B) :1

V(A V B) : 0 otherwise.

If A 6 LFOL then V(VxA) : 1 if for all V', such that V and V' are exactly the same except

Logical and Arithmetic Preliminaries. 7 l
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possibly in that V(x) ¢ V’(x), we have V’(A) : 1; otherwise V(Va:A) = 0.

It should be noted that, for the sake of simplicity function symbols and constants

have not been included in the language of FOL. That is hardly a concern because pred-

icates can be used to represent functions, and constants can be thought of as zero place

predicate symbols. We shall, nevertheless, in the subsequent chapters use function symbols

if necessary, assuming that they are in the language of FOL. Also, the existential quantifier

3 can be defined in terms of the universal quantifier and hence has not been included in the

language.

By adding ‘=’ to LFOL and appropriate axioms to FOL, the system FOL with

equality can be created. In addition to the axioms already mentioned FOL with equality

has the axioms

t = t

tl :111+1/\t2 = tn+2 ·-·^¢n = im ·—* (f(?1,¢2„-·-Ju) = f(tn+1»tn+2»···»t2n))

I „ • „
^

tn tgn
**’ • • „,tn) "‘> P(tn+1’tn+2, • « •,t2n))

2.2.Arithmctic Prcliminarics.

To obtain a formal system of arithmetic we extend the language of first order logic

with equality by adding the symbols ‘0’, 6, -1- and -. The axioms of a system which we shall

henceforth refer to as P, are

P1 : V:cVy(6(:c) : s(y) —» 13 : y)

P2: ‘v’2:(056P3

0
—·P4:Vx(2:+0:1:) I
P5 : V¤:‘v’y(:r: + s(y) = $(23 + y))

3
P6:‘v’1:(a:-0:0)Logical

and Arithmetic Preliminaries. 8
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P7: V2Vy(2:·s(y)= (2:-y)+ 2)

P8 : A(0) /\ \7’2(A(2) —· A(s(2:))) —+ \/2A(2:)

We have taken certain liberties with the notation and have introduced the symbol ‘;é’ but

that can be written in the obvious way in terms of the symbols of the language of P and

hence should cause no confusion. It should also be noted that P8 is the induction schema.

We use the notation I—p A to mean that ‘A’ is a theorem of P. An n-place function

f is ‘representable’ in P if there is a formula A(zl,:z:g,...,z,,) such that for any natural

numbers pl, pg, ..., p,,, lc, if f(pl,pg,...,p,,) : lc then I·p ‘v’2:(A(pl,pg,...,p,,) <-—-> 2 : k). A

recursive function is one that is obtained from the

(1) Zero function : for all 2, z(1:)= 0.

(2) Successor function : for all 2:, s(:c) = 2 + 1.

(3) Projection function : for all x1,z2,„••,xn,'idin(x1,x2,••„,xn)=° xl.

by a finite number of applications of

(1) Composition :

h(;z;l,1·g,...,1:,,): f(gl(2l,2:g,...,2,,),...,g,,,(2l,2g,...,2,,))

(2) Primitive Recursion :

h(2l,2g, . . . ,2,,,0) = f(0)

(3) Minimization : I

_ the smallest y for whichf(2l,2:g, . . .,2,,,y) : 0;
undefined if f(2I1,1Ij_>,. ..,2,,,y) yé 0 for all

yLogicaland Arithmetic Preliminaries. 9
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It should be noted that composition, primitive recursion and rninimization are tools for

generating a new function h, given other recursive functions with an appropriate number of

arguments.

The theory P is strong enough to represent all recursive functions. This was of

course, originally due to Gödel who used the famous ß function argument to prove it

[Klee52]. Gödel then proved his incompleteness theorems for any theory ‘strong’ enough to

represent all recursive functions. He did that by using a notion that has come to be known

as the ‘Gödel numbering’ scheme. Gödel numbering is a one—one mapping from the set of

sentences in the language of the theory under consideration to the set of natural numbers.

The usual technique to construct such a numbering is to associate a unique natural number

to each symbol of the language and then give rules for computing the Gödel number for wffs

of the language. These natural numbers and rules for computing new Gödel numbers should

be such that each sentence is associated with a unique natural number. The Gödel number-

ing enables us to regard interpreted languages supposed to be ‘about’ natural numbers as

also referring to the numbered expressions. This brings up the possibility of self-reference

i.e., certain sentences, ostensibly referring to certain numbers, could be seen as referring,

via the Gödel numbering, to certain expressions that are identécal with those very sentences

themselves.
Let A be the Gödel number corresponding to the wff A. Let us call the expression

aeg; = A") A A)

the ‘diagonalization’ of A. Let diag(A) be the Gödel number of the diagonalization ofA.That

diag(Ä) is a recursive function is not difficult to show once a Gödel numbering has

been chosen. Hence, diag(A) is representable in P. The diagonalization of an expression A l

is very useful because it allows us to prove a result that is central to Gödel’s Incompleteness

Logical and Arithmetic Preliminaries. 10
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theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Diagonalization Theorem : If P is a theory in which all recursive functions

can be represented then for every formula A(y) with just y free, there is a sentence B such

that l—p B +—> A(B).

Proof: Let C(:r, y) represent diag() in P. Then if diag(n) = k,

I·p Vy(G(¤, y) <—· y = k)

holds. Let F be 3y(C(x,y) A A(y)) and let n be F. Let B be

3¤=(r = ¤ ^ 3y(C'(w, y) ^ A(y)))—

B is the diagonalization of F. Obviously,

I·1> B ·-· 3y(C(¤„y) ^ A(y))-

Hence

I·r> B —· 911(11 = k ^ A(y))

from which we obtain I-P B ·—» A(k) which gives I-P B «-» A(B). QED.

Before we use this theorem to prove Gödel’s Incompleteness theorems we need to

formalize the concept of a proof. A ‘proof’ of a sentence ‘S’ is a finite sequence of sentences

of the language of P ending with S, such that each sentence in the sequence is an axiom of

the theory or can be derived from one or more of the earlier sentences by an application of a '

rule of inference. Hence, each proof can be thought of as a sequence of sentencesseparatedby

commas and hence to each proof we can associate a unique Gödel number. Hence the l
Irelation I

Proof : {(m,n) : m is the gödel number of a
L I

I
proof in P of the wff with the gödel number n}.

Logical and Arithmetic Preliminaries. 11
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Let the predicate Pr(.v,y) represent the relation ‘P1·oof’ in P and let 3:rPr(x,y) be the

formula P1·ov(y). Intuitively, Prov(y) is true if there exists a proof in P of the sentence

whose gödel number is y. It can now be easily seen that Prov(y) satisfies the properties

(1) if I-p Prov(Ä) then I-p A. (Soundness)

(2) If I-p A then I-p Prov(A). (Completeness)

(3) I-p Prov(§) —> (Prov(-Ä) —> Prov('B_)).

(4) ¤—,„ Prov(Ä)
-»Weare now in a position to prove Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorems.

2.2.1. Thcorcms of Gödcl and Löb.

Theorem 2.2. Gödel’s First Incompleteness Theorem : There exists a sentence 45 in the

language of P such that not I-p 45 and not I-p —·4>.

Proof: By the Diagonalization Theorem there exists a sentence ¢> such that I-p 45 .-.

—•Pr·ov(B”). Assume I-p 45, then we have I-p —·Prov($). But, by condition (2) we have

I-p P1·ov($). Since P is consistent, we conclude not I-p 45.

Assume I- —=¢>, then we have I-p Prov($). By condition (1) we have I-p 45. Since P is

consistent, we have not I-p -·45. QED.

Theorem 2.3. Gödel’s Second Incompleteness Theorem : If Coup : —·Prov(I) then not

I-p Coup.(.L is some convenient absurdity such as (o A —·a)).

Proof: Let 45 be a sentence such that I-p 45 «—» —Prov(E). Let Coup = —·Prov(I). From

I-p 45 «—» —·Prov($) we have
3

I-? «¢ ·—· P«·¤·»<$>. (1)

Hence, by the completeness property and property (3) of the provability predicate we have

rp Prov(:$) t-. 1¤mv(3)). (2)

i

Logical and Arithmetic Preliminaries. 12
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( It can be easily verified that

Pp .4 A (3)

(2) and (3) give us

i-,. A (4)

Since Pp Prov(Z) —» Prov(), from (4) we obtain

s—P Prov($_Ä:$) 44 Prov($). (6)

(5) and (1) give us Pp Prov(Ü\-:5) «—» wb which gives us Pp -Prov($X$) «—» rb. But,

Coup = wProv(}T·-b) and hence we have Pp Coup ·—» (b. But not bp ¢b because of the first

Incompleteness theorem and hence not bp Coup. QED.

l Gödel’s First Incompleteness Theorem shows that there exists a sentence eb for which

neither Pp (b nor Pp wb. Gödel’s Second Incompleteness Theorem is an extension of the first

in the sense that it shows that there is a non-trivial sentence, namely Coup which cannot

be proved or disproved in P.
3

To complete the picture we state and prove a Theorem due to Löb [LöbM55]. It

holds for any predicate in P which satisfies properties (2), (3) and Gödel’s First

Incompleteness Theorem stated that any sentence equivalent to its own unprovability cannot

be be proved in P. Henkin, then asked a question [Henkin] whether any sentence equivalent

to its provability can be proved in P. Löb’s Theorem answers this question in the affirmative.

Theorem 2.4. Löb’s Theorem : If Pp Prov($) —» (b then Pp (b.

Proof: If we have not Pp eb then we can add wb to P to obtain a consistent system and

by Gödel’s second Incompleteness theorem which applies to any consistent system provided

all recursive functions are representable in it, we have not wb -» Coup,_,{„¢}. CoupU{„¢,} =

—=Prov($-ZX) = —·P1~ov(Üb), we have not Pp ··~qS —~ —P1·ov(Üb) and by contraposing we have

not bp P1·ov($) —» (b. QED.

Logical and Arithmetic Preliminaries. 13
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This elegant proof of the Löb’s Theorem, using the Second Incompleteness Theorem

was not his original method, but this method is quite popular now and used in many

expositions of Löb’s theorem [Smor85]. The First Incompleteness Theorem can be proved

without appealing to the Provability predicate and its properties. The proof of the Second

Incompleteness Theorem appeals only to properties (2), (3) and (4) of the Provability

predicate and the consistency of the theory. Löb’s Theorem also applies to predicates that

satisfy conditions (1), (2) and (3) and have nothing to do with provability. Hence, we

modify our definition of the Provability predicate to mean any predicate which satisfies the

properties (2), (3) and Hence, to study the properties of provability and consistency of

P in the language of modal logic we need just a unary operator which satisfies the properties

(2), (3) and (4) and the Löb’s Theorem. A modal logic with such an operator would be

strong enough to prove metatheorems of arithmetic.

Logical and Arithmetic Preliminaries. 14
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3. Preliminaries of Modal Logics.
The language of modal logics contains the unary operators ‘[]’ and ‘<>’. These

modal operators are defined in terms of each other as follows

‘ EA =ae; *0**/1

and

OA

Ide!where
‘ [1 ’ and ‘<>’ are usually read as ‘necessarily’ and ‘possibly’ respectively, but can be

_ given a variety of interpretations consistent with their definitions in terms of each other.

For example,‘[]A’ can be taken to mean ‘A has always been true in the past’ while ‘(>A’

correspondingly acquires the interpretation ‘A has been true sometime in the past’. In the

subsequent chapters ‘[]’ will be read as ‘provable’ while ‘<>’ will correspondingly denote

‘consistent’. Unlike the logical operators such as ‘ —’ and ‘—»’, the modal operators are not

truth functional i.e., the truth value of A at a world cannot uniquely determine the truth

value of ‘[]A’ at that world.

3.1. Propositional Moda] Logics.

The underlying system of a modal logic may, among others be propositional logic

or first order logic. We shall first examine modal logics based on propositional logic.

Preliminaries of Modal Logics. 15
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3.1.1. Formal syntactic description.

Let PM be a system of Propositional modal logic. Let SpM be the set of symbols

corresponding to its language and let LpM denote its language. Then

SPM = $1=cUl ‘l:l il

Lpc S LPM

€
LpM ill‘l€I1‘¤/I,

€ LpM.

In general, systems of propositional modal logic contain all the theorems of PC as axioms.

In addition they contain one or more modal axioms (axioms containing ‘Q’) and one or

more rules of inference. We shall only be concerned with a certain class of propositional

modal systems called normal systems. Let l-S A denote the fact that ‘A’ is a theorem of

the system S. Then we can define normal systems as

Definition. Normal systems : A propositional modal system S is normal if itcontains as

axioms

(a) Theorems of PC. PCT (PC Theorem).

(b) Q(A —» B) —+ (QA —» QB) K (Distributivity axiom schema).

and as rules of inference

(a) If l—S A and l—S A —· B then l—S B. MP(Modus Ponens).

(b) If |—S A then l—S QA RN(Rule of necessitation).

Certain useful sentences can be easily shown to be theorems of any normal system

[Chel80]. K is the smallest normal system and contains exactly the axioms and rules of

inference listed above.

Theorem 3.1. If S is a normal system then

(a) If l—S A —· B then l—S QA —» QB RK. (Rule of Distribution)

Preliminaries of Modal Logics. s 16



i (b) l—S [](AAB)«——([]A/\QB).

(C) *‘s (EIAV |I1B)— [KAV B)~
To differentiate between names of systems and names of axiom schema we use boldface to

denote names of systems. We now give some examples of other normal modal systems

K4 : which, in addition to the axioms of K contains sentences of the form
_ 4: []A —» [][]A as its axioms.T : which, in addition to the axioms of K contains sentences of the form

T: [:]A —-»A as its a.xi0ms.

S4 : which, in addition to the axioms of K contains sentences of the form T and 4
as its axioms.

GL : which, in addition to the axioms of K contains sentences of the form
L: []([]A —— A) —» [jA as its axioms.

For reasons that shall become clear in the subsequent chapters, GL (for Gödel and Löb) is

called a ‘provability logic’. GL and its variants will be the topics of our subsequent chapters.

Obviously K4; S4 and T; S4 and we shall now show that T can be an axiom schema of

GL if and only if GL is inconsistent.

Theorem 3.2. T is an axiom schema of system GL iff GL is inconsistent.

Proof: Assume T is an axiom schema of GL. Hence l—G;„ []A —• A and by RN, we have

I-GL [:](ÜA —» A) and hence by MP with L, we obtain l-GL [1A and hence by MP with

the assumption, we obtain I-GL A. Since T is an axiom schema, if T is in GL, then for all

sentences A, we have l—GL A and hence GL is inconsistent. If GL is inconsistent then all
S

sentences in its language are its theorems, and hence all sentences of the form T are also

its theorems. QED.

Only consistent systems are of any real interest to us, and there are many ways of

showing that GL is consistent and hence that sentences of the form T are not its theorems
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I and vice versa. We shall semantically show that sentences of the form T are nottheoremsof

GL and hence GL is consistent. We shall also be able to show that sentences of the form

4 are theorems of GL and hence K4Q GL.

3.1.2. Semantic Description.

Our semantic description of propositional modal logics closely follows Kripke’s ‘pos—

sible world’ approach. According to this approach, the sentences of the language are eval-

I
uated at every possible world. These possible worlds are related to each other in some

manner and this relation between the worlds is called the ‘accessability relation’. ‘|]A’ is

true at a world if and only if ‘A’ is true at all related worlds and correspondingly ‘<>A’ is

true at a world if and only if there exists a related world at which ‘A’ is true.

We now define a model for propositional modal logics.

Definition. Model for a propositional modal logic S : Let (W, R, V) be a triple such that

W is a denumerable set of worlds

R Q W x W

- Vti/V><L5—->{Ü,l}

where LS is the set of wffs of the system of propositional modal logic S. (W, R, V) is a model

for S.

Hence, V assigns truth values to wffs at each w 6 W. A frame is the pair (W, R) that

represents a class of models of the form (W,R, V) for different V that can be defined over
L

W and the set of wffs of the language and each such model (W, R, V) is said to be based on _

the frame (W, R). A wff is valid in a model iff it is true at all the worlds in that model. I
A wff is valid in a frame iff it is valid in all the models based on that frame. Asystemof

propositional modal logic is valid in a model (frame) if all its theorems are valid in the I
model (frame).

Preliminaries of Moda] Logics. 18
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Now we can inductively define V. To each propositional variable p , V assigns a.

truth value at each world W. Then

V(w, —•A) : 1 iff V(w, A) : 0 ; otherwise V(w, —-·A) : 0.

V(w,A —» B) :1 iff V(w,A) : 0 or V(w, B) :1 ; otherwise V(w,A —· B): 0.

V(w, EA) : 1 iff V(x,A) : 1 for all x such that wR:z: ; otherwise V(:c, EA) : 0.

According to our definition <>A :d.j —·E—A. Hence V(w,<>A) : V(w,—·E—·A) which meansl that V(w,<>A) : 1 iff V(w,:E—~A):1iff V(w, E—•A) : 0. V(w,E—·A) : 0 iff V(x,—=A) : 0 for

some IB E W such that wRx. V(x,—·A) : 0 iff V(x,A) : 1. Hence V(w,(>A) : 1 iff V(x,A) : 1

for some z 6 W and wRa:; otherwise V(w, OA) : 0. This is in keeping with our interpretation

of ‘<>A’ as ‘possibly A’.

Different systems of propositional modal logic are valid in different classes of models.

The following results are intuitive and easy to show [Bool79].

Theorem 3.3. K is valid with respect to any model (W, R, V).

Theorem 3.4. (a) T is valid with respect to a frame (W, R) iff R is reflexive. (b) K4 is valid

with respect to a frame (W, R) iff R is transitive.

Theorem 3.3 says that K is valid in all models and hence valid in all classes of

models. Theorem 3.4 does not say that T is valid only in reflexive models, in fact trivial
9

irreflexive models in which T is valid can be easily constructed. What Theorem 3.4 says is

that the only class of models specifiablelby (W, R) in which T is valid should have a reflexive

R. Hence, there could be classes of models in which T is valid for which R is irreflexive but

such classes cannot be specified by (W, R) alone.

We can now determine the class of models with respect to which the system GL is

valid. For this we need a definition and a lemma.

I
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Definition. Well-foundedness : A binary relation R Q W x W is well-founded iff there

exists no infinite sequence w0,w. . .. such that ...w2Rw.Rw„. A relation R is reversely well-

founded iff R“1 is well-founded, i.e., iff there exists no infinite sequence such that

wgRw1Rwg . . ..

Lemma 3.5. A binary relation R Q W x W is reversely well-founded iff for every subset

X Q W there exists an 1: E X such that x does not bear R to any element in X.

Proof: Assume R is reversely well-founded i.e there exists no infinite sequence wo,w1... of

worlds in W such that w0Rw.Rwg . .. . lf there is a subset X of W such that every x 6 X bears

R to some 1:’ 6 X then there exists an infinite sequence of related elements 1:R1:'R(1:’)’...

which means that R is not reversely well-founded.

Assume, for every subset X of W there exists an element in X which does not bear

R to any element in X. If R is not reversely well-founded then there is an infinite sequence

w0Rw1Rw2 . .. and hence there exists a subset of W, namely {w0,w1,w2...} such that every

element in it bears R to some element in it. QED.

We are now in a. position to show that the theorems of GL are valid with respect to the
T class of transitive, reversely well—founded models.

Theorem 3.6. L is valid with respect to the frame (W, R) iff R is transitive andhreversely

well-founded.

Proof: First the if part and then the only if part is proved.

Assume R is transitive and reversely well-founded. For an arbitrary w 6 W we show

that if V(w, Q(Qp —- p)) = 1 then V(w, [jp) = 1.LetW,.

= {w,. : wRw,. and the longest chain originating at w,. is of length rz}. i

It is shown that V(w,.,p) = 1 and V(w,.,[]p) = 1 for all w,. 6 W,.. The proof is by induction

on rz.
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Base case : For all wi, 6 WO we have V(w0, [jp) : 1 and since wRw0 we have

V(w0, Üp —· p): 1 and hence V(w0,p) : 1.

Induction case : Assume that for all i, 0 S i S rz and for all wi we have V(wi, [1p) : 1

and V(wi,p) : 1. This is our induction hypothesis. Consider any w,,+i E W,,+,. For all

w„.i.iR2: we have 2: E Wi for some 0 S i S n. Hence by the induction hypothesis V(x, [jp) : 1

and V(2:,p) : 1 and hence V(w„.i.1,Üp) : 1 and because V(w„+i, [jp —» p) : 1 we have

V(w,,+i,p) : 1. This shows that for all rz and for all w„ we have V(w„,p) : 1 which is

enough for us to show that V(w, [jp) = 1 because for all x such that wRx, 27 E W„ for some

n. This proves the if part.

For the only if part assume that []([]p —+ p) —» [jp is valid in (W, R). Corresponding

to each w 6 W an evaluation function Vw is defined

Vw(2:,p) :1 iff JI E {x 2 wR:c} V1 {2: :Vy(2:Ry —· wRy)}.

Since []([]p —» p) -· [jp is valid in (W, R), for any arbitrary w 6 W

2 V„„(w-El(lI11>—·1>)—:l1'J1¤)=1-

Hence, it follows that

° Vw(w„E1(E1p-·1>)) =0 Gr Vw(w»l:]P) = 1-

lf Vw(w,[:]([]p—» p)) : 0 then Vw(x,[]p ——» p): 0 for some 17 6 W and wRz.

]fVw(:z:,[]p—»p):0 then (

Vw(:z,[]p) :1 and Vw(:z:,p) :0.If

Vw(2:,[]p) : 1 then Vw(y,p) : 1 for all y 6 W such that 2:Ry. Hence, if V(2:,¤p) : 1 then, (

by definition for all y 6 W such that xRy, wRy. Hence, by definition Vw(2:,p) : 1 which is a
l

contradiction.
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Hence, Vw(w,Ep) : 1. Therefore Vw(1:,p) : 1 for all 1: 6 W such that wRx.

Hence, by definition wRy for all y 6 W such that 1:Ry. Since w and 1: are arbitrary R istransitive. *
Now it is shown that if E(Ep —· p) —» Ep is valid in (W, R) then R is reversely

well—founded. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that R is not reversely we]l·founded.

Then by lemma 3.5 there exists a non—empty subset X' of W such that every element ofX' bears R to some element of X'. Let w 6 X'. Then there exists z 6 X' such that wRz.
Let X : W — X' and define an evaluation function Vw such that Vw(1:,p) : liff x E X. Since

E(Ep—»p) —· Ep is valid in (W, R), it is valid in (W, R, Vw) for all w 6 W and hence

Vw(w-Cl(ElP —> P) ——· CIP) = 1-

It is trivial that
Vw(w-El(l]P—·P))=0 GY Vw(w»]:l(ÜP—*P))= 1-is the case.

If Vw(w,E(Ep—· p)) : 0 then Vw(1:,Ep —· p) : 0 for some sc 6 W such that wRz.

Hence,

Vw(1:,Ep) :1 and Vw(1:,p) : 0.

If Vw(1:,Ep) : 1 then vQ„(y,p) : 1 for all y 6 W such that xRy.

Hence, y 6 X for all y E W such that 1Ry.

Hence, 1: ¢ X' which implies that 1 6 X and by definition Vw(z,p) : 1. This is acontradic-tion. L

If Vw(w,E(Ep —· p)):1 then Vw(w,Ep) : 1. Hence, Vw(1:,p) : 1 for all 27 E W such that lwR:z.From which it follows that lf E X for all 1: E W such that wRx.
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Hence, w X which is again a contradiction. Therefore R is reversely well—founded if

Q(Qp-—>p)—-»[]pis valid in (H/,R). QED.

We shall now discuss the completeness of propositional modal systems K, T and

K4. A system of propositional modal logic S is complete in the class of models C iff all wffs

that are valid in all the models of C are theorems of S. Formally, S is complete in C iff for

all wffs ev, if 6: is valid in Cthen I-; or. In other words, S is complete in C iff if not I-; a then

there is a model (W, R, V) in C such that V(w,a) = 0 for some w E W . Hence S is complete

in C iff for all wff oz, if or is S—consistent then there is a model in C such that V(w, a) = 1. As

well explained in [HuCr84] a proof for this can be easily accomplished using the mechanism

of maximal consistent sets. Hence, we shall only outline the proof.

Definition. A maximal S-consistent set : A set of Wffs <I> is maximally S-consistent iff it is

S-consistent and for all wffs er either ev 6 <I> or —·a 6 <I>.

Certain useful properties of maximal S-consistent sets can be shown easily.[HuCr84].

Theorem 3.7. lf <I> is a maximal S—consistent set then

(a) For any wff or, exactly one member of {a,—·o¤} 6 <I>.

(c)oAß6<1>iffo6<I> andß6<1>.

(d) If]-; athen cr 6 <I>.

(e)lfol6<I>ando—·ß€<I> thenß€<I>.

(f) lfa6<I>andI—;ol—»ßthenß€<I>.

Theorem 3.8. For any S-consistent set <I>, there exists a maximally S-consistent set Asuchthat

<1> g A. I

These properties of the maximal S-consistent sets can be used to construct a. canonical y

model with very useful properties. I

Definition. Canonical model: A canonical model (W, R, V) for S is a model such that
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W = {w ; w is a maximally S — consistent set} I

R: for every w,w’
6 W, wRw’ iff for all wffs a if Ea 6 w then a 6 w'

V : for all propositional variables p, V(w,p) = 1 iffp 6 w.

Using induction the following result can be easily proved [HuCr84].

Theorem 3.9. Let (W, R, V) be the canonical model for a normal propositional modal system

S. Then for any wffa and any w 6 W, V(w,a) = 1 ifa 6 w and V(w,a) = 0 ifa 6 w.

As mentioned earlier, to show that S is complete in a class of models C, it is sufficient

to show that for all wffs a if a is S-consistent then there is some model (W, R, V) in C such

that V(w,a) = 1 for some w 6 W. lf a is S-consistent then by Theorem 3.8 there exists a

maximal S—consistent set that contains a and hence a world w E W such that a 6 w and

hence by Theorem 3.9, V(w,a) = 1. What needs to be shown now is that the canonical

model for the system S is an element of the class C. We now show this for the systems T

and K4.

Theorem 3.10. (a) T is complete with respect to the class of reflexive models. (b) K4 is

complete with respect to the class of transitive models.

Proof: (a) Let the canonical model for T be MT = (W,R, V). Then V(w, Ea —» a) = 1 for

all w 6 W and for all wffs a. Hence, for all w 6 W, if Ea 6 w then V(w,Ea) = 1, from

which it follows that V(w,a) = 1 and hence a 6 w. Therefore by definition of R we have

wRw. Hence MT is a. reflexive model a.nd it follows from the previous discussion that T is

complete with respect to the class of reflexive models.

(b) Let the canonical model for K4 be MK.; i (W, R, V). Then V(w, Ea —» EEa) =
L

1 for all w 6 W, and for all wffs a. We have to show that for all 1:, y and z in W, if wR1: and

xRy then wRz. Assume wR;r and 1:Ry, If Ea 6 w then V(w,Ea) = 1 from which it follows

that V(w,EEa) : 1 and hence EEa 6 w and since wR1:, Ea 6 1: and since 1:Ry, a 6 y.

I Hence, if Ea E w then a 6 y and therefore wRy. QED.I . . . .Prehmmarxes of Moda] Logics. 24
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Corollary 3.11. (a) T is complete and sound with respect to the class of reflexive models. 1

(b) K4 is complete and sound with respect to the class of transitive models.

Proof: (a) and (b) follow from Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.10. QED.

A system S which is complete with respect to a class C of models is notnecessarilycomplete

with its sub-classes. For example, though T is complete with respect to the class

of reflexive models, it is not complete with respect to all reflexive frames. This can be

simply demonstrated by taking W : {w} and R : wRw. Then for all wffs cx and for all

evaluations V, V(w, —=[]a <—» [joa) = 1 and hence —=|:]a «—• [joa is valid in the frame (W, R)

but —·[]cz <—» Q-mz is not a theorem of any normal modalsystem.We

shall postpone the completeness theorem for the system GL until the next

chapter. This is because the completeness proof for T and K4 does not extend to GL. In

fact the canonical model for GL is not reversely wel]-founded.

3.2.Predicate Moda] Logics.
V

We shall now discuss modal logics obtained by adding ‘[:_]’ to the language of first

order logic without equality. Hence, for each system of propositional modal logc S we can

generate a predicate version which we shall call QS (for quantified S) which contains all of

first order logic without identity and the modal axiom schemas and inference rules of S.

A normal system of predicate logic would essentially be the same as the normal system

ofpropositionallogic except that in a system of predicate modal logic, predicate modal wffs 1

can be substituted in the a.xiom schemas. i

Certain useful sentences can be shown to be theorems of any normal predicate sys-
1

tem of modal logic. 1

}Theorem3.12. (a) 1-QS 31:(1]<I>(x)) —- [](3x<I>(x))
1
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l
(b) l-QS [](Vx<I>(:z:)) —» \/:r([]<I>(x)) for any normal Predicate System of modal logic. l

Proof:

(a) I—Q_g <1>(z) —+ 3x<I>(:c) by FOL.

bes l]‘P(¤=) ·—* El(3¢¢(¢)) by RK
l—Q$ 3:z:([]<I>(x) —» []3x<I>(a:)) by FOL.

I-QS 3z[]<I>(a:) —• 3x[]3;z;<I>(x) by FOL.

I—q_g 3xQ<I>(x) —» []3:r<I>(x) by FOL.

(b)!—Q_g Vx<I>(:c) —» <I>(:::) by FOL.
l—Q_q []V2:<I>(x) —» []<I>(:c) by RK.

I-QS V:z:(|:]Vx<I>(x) —» []<I>(z)) by FOL.

|—Q_q Vx([jV:v<I>(a:)) —» Vz([]<I>(:c))) by FOL.

I—Q$ []V1:<I>(z)—» V;z:([]<I>(:z:))) by FOL.

QED.

These sentences expressed ‘mixed principles’, in the sense that they express a con-

nection between quantifiers and modal operators—. Another such mixed principle is the

‘Barcan Schema’. The ‘Barcan Schema’ is the schema Va:[]<I>(:c) —» []Vx<I>(x). That the

‘Barcan Schema’ is not a theorem of normal predicate modal systems can be quite easily

shown [HuCr68]. It is also shown that the Barcan Schema is consistent with systems such

as QT, QK4 and QS4. Hence, we can study two versions of predicate modal logic, one with

the Barcan Schema and one without. Hence, predicate modal systems can be constructed

' from propositional modal systems by adding all of first order logic and the Barcan Schema.

Let QS+BS be the predicate modal system generated from the propositional modal system

S in this manner. We shall now discuss the semantics of Predicate modal logic with and

without the Barcan Schema.

Ä
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3.2.1. Semantics of Predicate modal logics.

For the sake of simplicity and without any loss of generality we assume that the

language of first order logic under consideration consists of no constant symbols or function

symbols. We shall first discuss the predicate modal logics that contain the Barcan Schema

as an axiom schema.

Definition. Model for a QS+BS system : Let (W, R,D, V) be a quadraple such that W is a

denumerable set of worlds, R Q W x W, D is a denumerable set of objects and finally V is

defined as follows :

(1) For any variable z, V(1.·) 6 D.

(2) For any n-place predicate 45, V(45) Q {(w,d1,dg...,d,,) : w 6 W, d, 6 D}

(3) For any n—place predicate 45(1:,,z2, . . . ,1:,,) and any world w 6 W, V(w,¢>(::,,...,x,,)) :1

iff (w, V(1:,), V(1:2), . . . , V(1:,,)) 6 V(¢), otherwise V(w,45(x,,1:;»,...,z,,)) : 0.

(4) For any wff a, any individual variable 17 and any world w E W we have V(w,V:m) : 1 iff

for all V' which are the same as V except possibly that V’(1:) gé V(x), V’(w,a) : 1, otherwise

V(w,\/zra) : 0.

(W, R, D, V) is a model for a QS+BS system and the tuple (W, R) is the frame for the system

and for all D and V (W,R, D, V) is said to be based on (W, R).

We can now show that the Barcan Schema is valid in all QS + BS models.

Theorem 3.13. Vm[]a -—» [lt/am is valid in all QS-|—BS models.

Proof: Let (W, R,D, V) be a QS+BS model for some propositional modal system S. Let

w be some wo1·ld in W and let V(w,V:c[]a) : 1. V(w,Vx[]cv) : 1 iff for all V' which is

thesameas V, except possibly in that V’(1:);é V(x), v'(w,13o)= 1 iff V’(y,a) : l for all y 6 W I

such that wRy iff V(y,Vxo) : 1 for all y W such that wRy iff V(y, |]\/xa) : 1. QED. Y

We can also show that the frames in which a normal propositional modal system S 1
is valid are precisely the frames in which QS+BS is valid. '
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Theorem 3.14. If S is a normal propositional modal system, then S is valid in the frame

(W, R) iff QS+BS is valid in the frame (W, R).

Proof: Let S be valid in (W, R). Since the Barcan Schema is valid in all models, it is valid

in (W, R). Also, the axioms of first order logic are true at all worlds, in all models and

hence they are valid in (W, R). The rules of inference of first order logic preserve validity

in all worlds. Hence, the only thing left to show is that the wff’s obtained by substituting

predicate modal wffs for propositional variables in axioms of S, are also valid in (W, R).

Let 11 be an axiom of S and let ß1,ß2,...,ß„ be predicate modal wffs that replace the

Vpropositional variables p1,p2, . . . ,p„ in 61, to result in a'. We now assume that a' is not valid

in some (W, R, D, V) based on (W, R) and obtain a contradiction. To obtain the contradiction

we show that if V' is a valuation such that V(w,ß,) = V’(w,p,) for all i g n and for all w 6 W

then CY is not valid in (W, R, V'), which is a contradiction since we assumed that S is valid

in the frame (W, R). This is a rather routine proof by induction and we shall omit it.

To prove the converse, let QS-Q-BS be valid in (W, R). Assume that S is not valid in

(W, R) i.e., for some V, S is not valid in (W, R, V) which implies that V(w,a) = 0 for some
l

wff cx such that I—S er and some world w 6 W. Let a' be obtained by substituting modal

predicate wffs ß1,ß2,.. .,ß,, for propositional variables p1,p2, . . .p„ in a. Let ß1,ß2,...,,6„ be

<I>1(:1:),<I>2(2:),...,<I>„(1·) for a variable :1:. Then a' is a substitution instance of a and hence a

theorem of QS+BS. Let (W, R, D, V') be a. model based on (W, R) such that D = {u} and

(w,u) 6 V'(<I>,) iff V(w,p,) : 1. It is fairly obvious that V'(w, ez') = 0 which is a contradiction,

since we assumed that QS-}-BS is valid in the frame (W, R). QED.

Plenty of straightforward corollaries can be obtained from theorem 3.14.

Corollary 3.15. (a) QK+BS is valid in all frames. (b) QT+BS is valid in a frame (W, R)

iff R is reflexive. (c) QK4+BS is valid in a frame (W, R) iff R istransitive.Proof:

The proof is obvious from Theorem 3.14 and the fact that K, T and K4 are valid
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in all frames, reflexive frames only and transitive frames only, respectively.QED.The

completeness result for a QS-}-BS system with respect to a class of models

is a.nalogous to the completeness result for system S. The same technique of maximally

S-consistent sets is used, except that now these sets have an additional property. The

additional property, which we shall call the ‘ V property’, is that : If X is a set of wffs of

modal predicate logic then for every cz 6 X , every individual variable 1:, if X I- a[y/1:] for

every variable y, then X I- (V1:)a. (X I- cz means that a can be syntactically derived from

X. a[y/1:] is the wff obtained by substituting the variable y for all occurrences of 1:.) A

maximally QS+BS consistent set which has the above mentioned property can be called a

QS+BS Henkin set, because a Henkin set is a maximally consistent set with respect to first

order logic, which has the ‘ V property ’. The results which hold for ma.ximally S-consistent

sets also hold for QS+BS Henkin sets. These results are (1) All the properties mentioned

in Theorem 3.7. (2) Every QS+BS consistent set is a subset of a QS+BS Henkin set.

We can now construct canonical models for QS+BS systems. Let the canonical model be

(W, R, D, V). W and R are exactly the same as in the case of a canonical model for S, except

that W contains as its worlds QS+BS Henkin sets. D is exactly the set of variables and V

maps each variable in the language to itself in the domain and for any n—place predicate letter

da, any individual variables 171,182,. . .,22,, and any w 6 w, we have (w,:c1,1:2, ...,1:,,) 6 V(q$) iff
_

¢>(1:1,1:2, . . . ,1:,,) 6 W. It is easy to show [HuCr87] that the fundamental theorem which holds

for canonical models of S also holds for canonical models of QS-I-BS systems, i.e., for any
l

wff a of predicate modal logic and any w 6 W in the canonical model, we have V(w,d) = 1

iff cz E w. Having said this, it follows that the rest of the completeness proof for a QS+BS

system is exactly the same as the completeness proof for S. Hence, we have thecorollary:Corollary

3.16. (a) QK+BS is complete with respect to the class of allmodels.QT-I-BS

is complete with respect to the class of reflexive frames. (c) QK4+BS is complete
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with respect to the class of transitive frames.

Corollaries 3.15 and 3.16 indicate that QS+BS systems are generally very well-behaved.

We shall now briefly examine models for predicate modal systems which do not contain BS.

Let QS be the predicate modal logic obtained from the propositional modal logic

S and let (W, R, {D},„Ew, V) be a model for it such that W is a denumerable set of worlds,

R Q W x W, and for each w E W, there exists a corresponding domain of objects designated

by D„, such that if wRz then D„, Q D,. V is defined exactly as it is defined in the case of

QS-{-BS models. But, V might be undefined for some pairs of worlds a.nd wffs. V is undefined

for q$(x1,x2, . . . ,2In) at w if at least one of V(x;) is not in Du,. A wffis undefined at a world if
I

at least one of its subformulas is undefined at that world. A simple example will suffice to

show that the Barcan Schema is not valid in all QS models. Let W = {w,:c}, R = {(w,x)},

D,„ = {a}, D, = {a,b}. Let V(w,‘v’uQA(u)) = 1. This means that V(w, []A(a)) = 1 and hence

V(x,A(a)) = 1. Let V(z,A(b)) = 0, hence V(x,\/uA(u)) ;é 1 and hence V(w, []VuA(u)) gf 1.

It is also easy to show that the system Sis valid in a class of models C iff QS is valid in

C. The proof is exactly the same as the proof which established the correspondence between

S and QS+BS. Nevertheless the proof to establish a connection between the completeness

of S and QS+BS cannot be modified to yield a connection between the completeness of

S and QS. This is simply because we cannot build canonical QS models similar to the

canonical QS-{-BS models since the domain associated with different worlds is not constant.

The reason why we are interested in QS models is that there are occasions, as we shall see ,

in the next chapter, when we do not wish to include the Barcan Schema in our system.I

I

I
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4. Moda] Logics of Provability.
This and the subsequent chapter will investigate the properties of GL and its vari-

ants. GL is extremely interesting when ‘[] ’ is read as ‘provable in the arithmetic theory P’

and correspondingly ‘<>’ is read as ‘consistent with the arithmetic theory P’. A translation

l from the language of GL to the language of P can be built such that ‘[:]’ behaves like the

provability predicate. More formally, f is defined as a mapping from the set of sentences of

GL into the set of sentences of P. Let f(p) = 45 , where p is a propositiona] variable and q$

is a wff of P. Then we can define f over the whole language of GL recursively, as follows :
f(¤ —·ß) = f(¤) ——· f(ß),

f(E1¤)=Pr<>v(ä),
A

f(.L) =
‘

0 = 1 °

where a and ß are wffs of GL. (For the sake of convenience we have included ‘.L’ in our

language). It is obvious that f is a total function. The above mapping translates the axioms

of GL into properties of the provability predicate. For example

r<¤<¤ —· ßi —· <¤¤ —» ¤ß>> = P·~«»·»<W—7?ß$> —» <P~>·»<?®> —» P··¤·»<W>>•
The theorem L essentially translates into a formalization of Löb’s theorem in P, because

r<¤<¤¤ — ¤>
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It will soon be shown that the schema 4, namely go —+ Ego is a theorem of GL. 4 gets

translated to

1¤m„(@)

-»whichis a property of the provability predicate. In this manner statements about provability

and consistency in P can be encoded in the language of GL.

Gödel’s second Incompleteness theorem states that if a system P is consistent then

its consistency cannot be proved in P. Consistency of P can be expressed by the sentence

which is —·g(.L) in GL. Hence, Gödel’s second Incompleteness theorem can

be written in the language of GL as «E(.L) —-+ «E(—·E(L)). Other concepts associated

with provability can also be represented in GL. For example the formalization in P of the

sentence ‘S is disprovable in P’ translates to ‘E(—·S)’ in GL. Similarly, ‘S is undecidable in
P’ translates to ‘—·E(S)/\—·g(—·S)’ in GL. If we can establish some sort of a correspondence

between the theorems of GL and the theorems of P, then important statements about

provability, consistency and decidability in P can be stated and proved in GL. In fact

Gödel’s Second Incompleteness theorem can be proved with almost no effort in GL. The

argument is as follows:

1*61. [K1:]-1- ‘** ll "* [1-1-

because E(E.L —» .L) —» E.L is just an instance of L. By contraposition

1*61. *'1:]—1— ** *'1:1(Ü—1— ‘** ll
1

is obtained. 1

Since E.L = —·E.L 1

1*61.whichis the translation of the Gödel’s Second Incompleteness theorem into GL. Another 1

interesting use of the relationship between GL and P is as follows: In the previous chapter it I
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was stated that 1-GL (EAV EB) —» E(AVB). The converse, namely E(AVB) —» (EAVEB)

is not a theorem of GL. We can show this by giving an arithmetic counterexample. Consider

Gödel’s sentence qö such that I—p tb «—• —Prov($). If1—GL E(A V B) —» (EA V EB) then

we would have I-p Prov(-Ä/Ü) —-» P1•0v($)V Prov(_—$) and since I—p Prov($-\7-ZE) we have
|—p Pr·ov($)VProv(:·$) which because of the soundness of Prov() gives us I-p 4: or |—p —·¢ which

_ contradicts the First Incompleteness theorem of Gödel. Hence, E(A V B) ——» (EA V EB) is

not a theorem of GL.

Before we establish a formal connection between GL and P we prove some smaller

results about GL which were postponed from the previous chapter. '

Theorem 4.1. EA —» EEA is a theorem of GL.

Proof:

Per. A —· ((E|A^ E] DA) —* (A^ E1A))

since A —» ((EA A EEA) —» (A A EA)) is a tautology.

By RK

PG:. CIA —· Ü((E1A^ EI CIA) —· (A^ E1A))-

Since I—G;, E(AA B) ·—» (EA A EB),

ber. CIA —· |](El(A^ E1A)—·(A^ |]A))-

But, since E(E(AA EA) —» (AA EA)) —· E(A A EA) is just a.n instance of L,

be:. E1(E1(A ^ CIA) —· (A ^ EAI) ·—· El(A^ CIA)-

Hence

*-61. [IA —* EI(A^ CIA)

which implies that |—GL EA —— (EA A EEA) which finally gves us I—G;_ EA —» EEA.

QED.
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This shows that GL encodes another important property of the provability predicate,
1

namely Prov($) —» Pr·ov(P$)).

4.1. Completcness of GL.

Now we are in a position to prove the completeness of GL with respect to the class

of transitive, reversely well-founded models. The validity (soundness) of GL with respect

to this class has already been shown in the previous chapter. This completeness proof is

due to George Boolos and Richard Jeffrey [BoRi87].

Theorem 4.2. If a wff A of GL is valid in the class of transitive, reversely well-founded

models then it is a theorem of GL.

Proof: We prove this by assuming that not I—G;, A and then constructing a transitive,

reversely well-founded model in which A is not valid. Assume not I-GI, A. Let a sentence B

be a "formula” if B is a. subsentence of A or the negation of a subsentence of A. A set S of

formulas is consistent iff not I-GL —· AS. (AS represents the conjunction of all the elements

of S). Hence, {-·A} is consistent. A set of formulas S is mazimally consistent iff for every

formula B, B 6 S or —·B E S. It can be easily verified that every consistent set is the subset

of some maximally consistent set, by observing that if X is a consistent set then for every i

formula B Q! X one of B or —·B can be added to X without destroying its consistency. This

shows that —A is a member of some maximally consistent set . A maximally consistent set

as defined above has certain obvious properties, the more useful of which being that if S is

a maximally consistent set and if

B}/XBQ/\.../\B„····*C:€S
I

andB16S,B26S,...,B„6S I
I

then C E S and ifl—GL a then cz 6 S, where S is any maximally consistent set.
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1
Now we are in a position to construct a transitive, reversely well-founded model 1

(W, R, V) in which A is not valid. Let W be the set of maximally consistent sets. W 76 0

because {—A} is a consistent set and every consistent set is the subset of some maximally

consistent sets.

Let Q Q W x W such that wQx, if w,1: 6 W and for all formulas A, if BA 6 w

then BA 6 22 and A 1:. lf wQz and 1:Qy, then for all formulas if BA 6 w then BA,

A 6 y and hence wQy which means that Q is transitive. Let wR1: if wQ1: and not 1:Q1:. This

means that R is irreflexive and transitive. W is finite since any wff A has a finite number

of subsentences and if A has n subsentences then W has at most 2" maximally consistent

sets. If W is finite and R is transitive and irreflexive then R is reversely well-founded. This

can be shown by assurning that R is not reversely well-founded implying that there exists

an infinite sequence wg,w1,... 6 W such that wgRw1 But, since W is finite, not all of

wg, wi, . .. are distinct and since R is transitive w;Rw, for some i. But, since R is irreflexive,

we have a contradiction. The only thing that remains to be defined is V and we define V as

V(w,p) = 1 if p 6 w and V(w,p) = 0 otherwise. With the model defined as above we sha.ll be

able to show that for all formulas B, V(w, B) = 1 if B 6 w and V(w,B) = 0 otherwise. The

proof is by induction and the induction is on the degree d of formulas : the degree being

defined as d(.L) = 1, d(p) = 1 for all propositional variables p, d(a —» ß) = d(a)+ d(ß) +1 a.nd

d(—o1) = d(a) + 1. The base case is trivial. The case for formulas of the form —·a and cr —» ß

is also quite obvious. What needs some work is the case of formulas of the form Ba.

Let Ba 6 w for some formula Ba and some w 6 W. Hence, oz 6 1: for all 1: 6 W

such that wR1:. By induction hypothesis V(z,o) = 1 for all x 6 W such that wR1: and hence

V(w, Ba) = 1. For the converse, let V(w, Bo) = 1. Let BA1, BA2, ..., BA,. be all the

sentences of the form BA, in w. Let

X = {[:]A1,A1, [:]A2,A2, . . ., B/1,.,A,, [:161,-0}.
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If X is consistent then X Q x for some maximally consistent set x and hence wQa; and not i

xQa: and hence wRa: and hence l/(1:,61) = 1. Then, by the induction hypothesis a 6 ac and

hence :6 is not consistent which is a contradiction. If X is not consistent then I-GL —· A X.

In other words
l‘(;L (UA} /\A1... UA,/\A,/\ Ü0) -+0

which, by propositional logic is

l—G;, ([:|A1 AA1... []A,AA,.) -—+ ([:]a —·cx).

By RK it follows that

l°GL [_](|:]A1AA1...ÜA, AA,) —» []([]a —» cr).

Since l—GL Q(Üa—>a)—» [ja,
I

l—GL [j([]A1 A A1 [1A, A A,) —+ [ja.

Since I—GL [](AAB)«-—»([]AA[|B), .

. l·C;;,([]§A;AÜA1...[][]A,A[:]A,)—» Ea

and since I—GL []A —» [][]A,

l°GL ([]A1A...A EA,) —-> Ü0.

Hence ([]A1A...A[|A,) —+ [161 E w. Since, [:]A1,[]A2, . . . ,|]A, 6 w it follows that [ja E w.

This shows that for every formula a, V(w,a) = 1 iff 01 E w. Since, -«A is a member U

of some w, V(w,—·A) = 1 i.e., V(w,A) : 0 which is precisely what we wanted to show. QED.

An immediate result from the proof of the theorem is that GL is complete and sound

with respect to the class of jinite, transitive, reversely well—founded models. Theorem 4.2

i has some more uses. We can infer from it that the set of theorems of GL is recursive. This

I
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l
i is because there is an effective procedure that, when given as input a wff A in the language

of GL can, after a finite number of steps answer whether the wff A is a theorem of GL

or not. The effective procedure can be intuitively thought as consisting of two procedures

working in parallel, one of them attempting to generate proofs for A and the other trying to

construct a model in which A is falsified. Since proofs are finite in length, if A is a theorem

then its proof can be found in after a finite number of steps and since by Theorem 4.2 if

A is not a theorem then there exists a finite model which falsifies it, one of the procedures

running in parallel will always terminate for every wff A.

4.2. Arithmetic validity und campleteness of GL

We are finally in a position to establish the connection between GL and the arith-

metic theory P. First we show the validity of GL with respect to P. For this we use an

alternate axiomatization of GL, but before we can do that we need a theorem to show that

the alternate axiomatization yields exactly the theorems of GL.

Theorem 4.3. GL is the smallest normal system which extends K4 and is closed under the

inference rule ‘if l- [ja —» er then l- a’.

Proof: Let the rule of inference ‘if l- [ja —+ cx then l- a’ be called LR. Let us call any

extension of K4 closed under LR, K4L. We show that GL Q K4L.

(1) El(lIl(El¤ —· ¤) —· E1¤)—>(ElCl(EJ¤ —* ¤) ——> |IllIl¤)
(2) |Il(E1¤ —-· ¤) —· Ell](El¤ —· ¤) amd
(3) Ü(Ü —*¤) —·(lIlEl —* [la)

are theorems of K4L because (1) and are the distributive axioms and (2) is of theform[:],8
—» Ü[]ß. From (1), (2) and (3) it is easy to see that one canobtainI

I

by propositional logic. This is of the form [jß —» ß and since K4L is closed under the i
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inference rule ‘if l- []ß -——» ß then i- ß’ we have l—K4L []([:]a —» 61)-+ [la and hence we have

GL g_ K4L. QED.

We can now use this alternate characterization of GL to show that GL is valid with respect

to the arithmetic theory P.

Theorem 4.4. If l—GL A then for all f, l—p f(A).

Proof:
I
The axiorns of GL are K and 4.

f(K) = Pr¤v(TÜl—:F?$) -· (P·‘¤v(@) —· P=‘¤v(Y®))
I

and l
;(4) = 1¤mv(@) -. 1>.·O„().

f(K) and f(4) are both properties of the provability predicate. Hence, we have l—p f(K)

and I-p f(4). The inference rules of GL are MP, RN and LR. MP does not change when

translated and obviously holds in P. RN translates to the completeness property of the

Provability predicate and LR translates to Löb’s theorem. Hence, the inference rules of

GL also translate to inference rules in the system P. Hence, all the theorems of GL when

translated by f into the language of P are theorems of P. QED.

In the process of proving this theorem, we have also shown the validity of systems

such as K and K4 with respect to P. But, these systems are not as interesting as GL is

because they are not complete with respect to arithmetic theories. We show the important

result that GL is complete with respect to P. This proof is due to Solovay[Solova].
I

TLIBOPGHI 4.5. l'p for all fl, l]h€Il l‘gL A. I

Proof: The proof is as usual by assuming not |—GL A and then constructing an f such

that not |—p f(A). Assume not I—GL A. By Theorem 4.2 we know that there exists a iinite,
I

transitive, reversely well-founded model (W, R, V) such that for some w E W, V(w,A) = 0. I

Consider the restriction of the model (W, R, V) to (W', R', V') where W' = {w} LJ {1: : wRx}, I
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l
R' = RV) (W' x W') and V'(w,a) = V(w,a) for all w 6 W' and any wff 01. It is easy to verify

that (W', R', V') is finite, transitive, reversely well—founded, V'(w,A) = 0 and for all x 6 W',

w = z or wR.1:. We use the model (W’,R', V') for our proof.

The rest of the proof will merely sketch the arithmetic details, which, though not

difficult are rather technical. Let R Q {1,. .. ,11} x {1, ...,11} such that for 1 < j g n, we have

1Rj. We now claim the existence of a term I such that
l‘p Ü S I S Tl.

(2) In the standard model of P, I = 0.

(3) If 0 g i g 11, "P+‘l
=

i’ ” is consistent.

For 1 gig n, let 5, = {j :jRi} and let 50 = {1,...,11}.

(4) I—p if I = i then “P+‘I
=
j’

" is consistent.

(5) Let 0 < i g 11, j ¢ 5, then I-P ifI: i then |—p“I ;é j”.

The results (1)—(5) can be shown to be true by constructing a function as follows :

h : w —» {0,...,11} such that h(0) = 0 and if h(m) : i then h(m+ 1) E S,.

_ R, as defined above is transitive and reversely well-founded and hence h(m) will

eventually assume a constant value and let I = lim„,.,,„ h(m) be this value. We now define

h completely as, h(m) = i then h(m+ 1) =j if m is the Gödel number for the proof of ‘l ;é j’

for some j E 5,, otherwise h(m + 1) = i. Intuitively our construction of h shows that h will

assume a new value j only if it cannot remain at j. The seeming paradox is resolved if!

stays at 0. (This is what part (2) says).

We now sketch the proofs of the claims (1)—(5).
)

(1) can be proved by formalizing in P the following arguments :

(a) h(m) is defined for all values of m and is g n.

(b)Ifh(m)=j,then for a.llm'gm,h(m')€{j}LJ5j. i

(c) There is an 111 and a j such that for all m' 3 m, h(m') =j.
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(4) can be proved by formalizing the following argument in P. From the assumption

that "P+‘I :
j’ ” is not consistent it follows that l-P I ;é j. We are also given that I : i and

j E S;. If I = i then h(m) :.— i for some m and since j 6 S; and I—p I ¢ j, m' = äfor some

m' 2 m. Since, I = i, h(m’) = i and hence by definition h(m’ +1) = j, but I;éj and hence
i

contradiction.

(5) can be proved by noticing that I
(d) if I = i, and j ¢ {i} US;, then P proves I ¢ j.

This is because if I = i then h(m) = i for some m and since P proves all EQ sentences and

h(m) = i is a EQ, P proves h(m) = i and from (b) this means that P proves h(m’) € {i} U S;

for all m' 2 m. Since P also proves j ¢ {i} U S;, P essentially proves I ;£: j.

(e)1fI=1and1> 0, then P proves Iqé i.
Q
If m is the least integer such that h(m +1) = i then m = and hence P proves that I gé i.

(d) and (e) together when formalized in Pgive(2)

has already been explained while the proof for (3) is as follows : Ifi = 0 then by

(2) the standard model for P is a model for P+“I : i". If i > 0, the fact that "P+‘I : i’
"

is consistent, follows from the proof

ofNowlet (W,R, V) be such that W = {1,...,n}, RQ W x W, for 1 < j 5 rz, 1Rj and

V(1,A) = 0. We already know of the existence of such a model. For each sentence variable

p, let

f(p) = ^{1 = i:1 5 ig Tl and V(i,p) : 1}.

The existence of I is known to us by results We now show that if V(i,zb) = 1 then
|—p I = i —» f(zb) and if V(i,zb) = 0 then I—p I: i-—» —f(zb). The proof is by induction on

thecomplexityof the base sentence zb. i

Base case : lf zb : p then I: i—» f(zb) is a tautology where V(i,p) : 1 and I: i—»
S

«f(zb) is a tautology When V(i,p) : 0. If zb : J. then V(i,zb) : 0 for all i and I : i ·—+ —·(0 :1)
I
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is a tautology. 1

Induction case: The case for zb = cz —» ß is quite trivial. The only case that remains

to be considered is when zb = @0. If V(i, @0) = 1 then V(j,0) : 1 for all j 6 S;. From (1)

and (5) we have Pp if I = i then Pp I 6 S; and hence Pp I= j —• f(0) for all j 6 S; and hence

Pp I 6 S; —» f(0) which gives us the result that Pp if I =j then Pp f(0) which is essentially

l·1=>(l=i)—* f(|Il6)·

Let V(i, @0) = 0 then for some j 6 S; we have V(j, 0) = 0 and by the induction

hypothesis we have Pp (I : j) -» —=f(0). By result (4) we have Pp (I =j i) ——» Con(p+«;:j;)

which gives us Pp (I = i) —» Con(p+.,f(6)) which is essentially Pp (I = i) —» —·f(@0).

This completes the induction case. Since V(1,A) = 0 we have Pp (I = i) —» —«f(A)

and by result (3) ‘P+“I
=

1” is consistent and hence P+—f(A) is consistent, which shows

that f(A) is not a theorem of P. QED.

Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 together give us an immediate corollary : °

Corollary 4.6. l‘GL A fOI‘ f,

l‘pTheimportance of this result cannot be overemphasized because without this result, we can

make no statements whatsoever about provability in arithmetic in the language of modal

logic. The result thus ensures that ‘@’ does behave like the Provability predicate.

4.3. Quantijicd GL

We shall briefly discuss the first order version of GL. Quantified GL which we shall

refer to as QGL is the predicate modal logic corresponding to GL. As mentioned earlier

it has exactly the same axiom schema as GL, the difference being that predicate modal

wffs can be substituted in these schema. The motivation for investigating QGL is that

it has greater expressive power and hence more of arithmetic can be translated into it.

For example, if f(B(1:)) : A(:c) then Vx@(B(x)) —+ @(‘v’xB(z)) translates under f into
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VzProv(f4—Cz$) —» Pr·ov(@). The translation of f from QGL to P is quite similar to the

translation from GL to P. We assume the variables occuring in the language of QGL are the

same as the variables in the language of P and if f(P(a:1,:c2, . . . , 2:,,)) = A(x1, ::2, . . . ,x„) then

f(P(y1,y2,...,y„)) = A(y1,y2,...,y,,). But, it is the greater expressive power of QGL that

lets us down. Montagna [Mont84] shows that QGL is not complete with respect to P. This

can be understood by noting the fact that since QGL is more expressive, more sentences of P

can be expressed in QGL and it is some of these sentences that end up not being theorems of

QGL. In fact he proves a number of negative, but interesting results about QGL. He shows

that the Barcan Schema cannot be added to QGL because its translation into the language

of P is not a theorem of P. Hence, the model he uses is a QGL model i.e., a model with

different domains for different worlds. From our discussion in the earlier chapter it is clear

that QGL is valid in the class of transitive, reversely well-founded models, but Montagna

proves the result that QGL is not complete with respect to the class of transitive, reversely

well-founded frames. In fact, he proves that there is no frame with respect to which QGL

is complete and sound. Despite, these negative results QGL remains interesting.
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5. GH, A Weaker version of GL.
Henkin’s question [Henk52] was whether sentences that assert their own provability

are provable or not. Formally, the question was

If l-p S ·—» Prov(S) then is l—p S ?

. The question was answered in the aflirmative by the Löb’s theorem [LöbM55], which said

if Pp Prov(S) —-> S then l—p S

. Löb’s theorem is stronger than is required to answer Henkin’s question, for which it would

have been suflicient to show that ‘ if l—p P1·ov(S) <—-> S then l-P
S’.

A formalization of this
A

weaker version of the Löb’s theorem in the language of modal logic is ‘[]( [jo «——» a) —» []a’.

We shall call this axiom schema H (after Henkin). We shall investigate the properties of the

system henceforth called GH, obtained by deleting the axiom schema ‘[](Ea —» cz) —» []a’

from GL and adding H. In particular we are interested in knowing whether GH is complete

with respect to arithmetic theories. Also, we are interested in the class of models with

respect to which GH is complete and sound.

The first result is that GH is valid in exactly those frames in which GL is valid.

The theorem and the proof is due to George Boolos and Giovanni Sambin[I3oSa85].Theorem

5.1. E(p <—> Ep) —> Ep is valid in a frame (W,R) iff E(Ep —-> p) —-> Ep isvalidin

(W, R). i
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Proof: If E(Ep -» p) —» Ep is valid in a frame (W, R) it is obvious that E(Ep «—» p) -» Ep

is also valid. For the other direction assume that E(Ep <—• p) ——+ Ep is valid in the frame

(W, R). We must show that for any V and for any w E W, if V(w, E(Ep —» p)) : 1 then

V(w, Ep) : 1. In other words we must show that if V(w, E(Ep —» p)) : 1 and wRa: then

V(x,p) : 1. Let V' be a truth evaluation such that for all y 6 W, V’(y,p) : 1 iff V(y, E"p) : 1

for a.ll n 2 0. It is then sufficient to show that if wRa: then V’(a:, Ep <—» p) : 1 because then

V’(w, E(Ep «—» p)) : 1 and hence by the validity of E(Ep <—» p) —» Ep in (W, R) we have

V’(w, Ep) : 1 and hence V’(a:,p) : 1 and hence V(x, E"p) : 1 for all n 2 0. Therefore

V(:r,p) =

1.Assume wR:c. Then V’(:c,p)=1iff V(x, E"p) : 1 for all rz 2 0 iff V(z, E"p) : 1 for

all n 2 1 (since V(x, Ep —» p) : 1) iff for all y such that 2:Ry we have V(y, E"p) : 1 for all

n 2 0 iff for all y such that xRy we have V’(z, Ep) :1 and hence V'(a:, Ep +—+ p): 1. QED.

Corollary 5.2. The system GH is valid in a frame (W, R) iff R is transitive and reversely

well-founded.

Proof: According to Theorem 3.6 L is valid in transitive, reversely well-founded frames.

Hence by Theorem 5.1 H is also valid in transitive, reversely well-founded frames. Since

GH is essentially K U {H} and K is valid in all models, we have the result. QED.

The corollary shows that GH is valid in the class of all transitive, reversely well-

founded models. If we are able to show that GH is complete with respect to the class

of all transitive, reversely well-founded models, then the theorems of GL will be exactly {

the theorems of GH. It is obvious that since L is a theorem of GL , so is H. HenceGHIQ

GL. The interesting question is whether there exists a wff oz, such that PG}, oz and not {

I—GH cz. Intuitively, since L is a ‘stronger’ version of H we are inclined to believe that there E

are theorems in GL which are not theorems of GH. Also, our completeness proof for GL i

cannot be extended for GH because, that proof used the fact that Ea —» EEo is atheoremGH,
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of GL, a. fact that may not be true for GH. This leads us to believe that @6 —» @@6 may

not be a theorem of GH at all. And this is what we shall show in the main result of this
chapter and the thesis report.

The final theorem of this chapter shows that @6 —· @@6 is not a theorem of GH.

To show this we construct a model (W, R, V) such that for some propositional variable p ,

ÜQ —» @@6 is not valid in (W, R, V) while all sentences of the form @(@6 «-—· 61) ——» @61 are

valid in (W, R, V). The rest of the axioms of GH are essentially the axioms of K and are

valid in a.ll models. The two rules of inference preserve validity in all models.

Theorem 5.3. ÜQ —» @@6 is not a theorem of GH.

Proof: The proof is by constructing a model (W, R, V) as follows.

Let 61 and b be objects.

Also let U be a subset of the closure of (a,b) under the operation of forming ordered pairs.

Let Q be a binary relation such that Q Q U x U. U and Q are defined as follows :

a, b E U; aQb;

If wQ:z: then wa: 6 U a.nd (wa:)Q:c a.nd wQ(w:v).

We now define (W, R, V) as follows :

W = U LJ N where N is the set of natural numbers.
R:wRa:ifw,:r:€U and wQx 0rw€U andx6Norw,z€N andw>;r.
V : V(b, p) = 0 for a particular sentence letter p. V makes all other sentence letters true

atallworlds and p true at all worlds except at b. S
We now define the notion of ‘distance’ from the world ‘b’ as follows : E
Let d : W —» N be a function such that 3

d(6z)=1,6l(b)=0 ,d(wx)=d(x)+1for all w,x€U and d(w)=wifw€N. i

It can be easily verified that for w,:r 6 U such that wQ:z: we have d(w) 5 d(wx) +1.GH,A weaker version of GL 45 {



Then it is true that for all w 6 U such that d(w) = 2 , V(w, EEp) := 0 and V(w, Ep) :

1 and hence V(w, Ep ——» E Ep): 0 and hence Ep——· EEp is not valid in (W, R,V).

We now have to show that all sentences of the form E(Ea «-» a) —» Ea are valid in

(W, R, V). It can be easily verified that the schema E(Ea ·—» a) —» Ea is logically equivalent

to the schema

Oa ——» o(a A «<>a) v <>(—~a A oa).

Hence we shall show that all sentences of this form are valid in (W, R, V). For this we

introduce the notions of ‘boundedness’ and ‘goodness’ of sets of worlds.

A set X Q W is bounded if there exists a natural number n such that for all 2: E X,

d(2:) S n. A set X is good if either X is bounded or W — X is bounded.

The following results are useful.

(a) If a set X is good so is its complement W — X.

(b) If sets X1 and X2 are good then so is the set X1 V1 X2.

This is because X1 and X2 can be good in four situations, which are

(1) X1 is bounded and W — X2 is bounded.

(2) X2 is bounded and W — X1 is bounded.

(3) X1 is bounded and X2 is bounded.

(4) W — JYI is bounded and W — X2 is bounded.

In cases (1), (2) and (3) it is obvious that X1f'1X2 is bounded. In case (4) the set W—(X1V1X2)

is bounded and hence in all cases X1 F1 X2 isgood.The

implication of these results is as follows : the set I

X={w€W:V(w,p)=1}={b}is

good and the

setY={w€W:V(w,q):lf0rq¢p}:WGH,
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is also good. Hence, the above results imply that the set of worlds at which any propositional

wffis true, is good since all propositional wffs can be formed from the propositional variables

using the logical connectives ‘A’ and ‘—·’.

We now define a set X* = {w 6 W: wRx for some z 6 X}. Then

{w E W : V(w,A) = 1}* = {w E W: V(w,<>A) = 1}.

We now show that

(c) ifX Q W is good then X' is good. Let X contain some natural numbers.

Let Tl be the smallest natural number in X. Then

X" = {11+1,11-{-2,...}UU

and hence W — X' = {0,1,2...,11} which is bounded and hence X" is good. Let X contain

no natural numbers. Then N Q W — X and hence cannot be bounded. Since X is good, X

has to be bounded and so for all 1: 6 X, d(z) 5 11. Let w 6 X', then wRa: for some :1: 6 X.

But d(w) : d(;1:) + 1 and hence d(w) g Tl + 1. Since w was arbitrary, for all w 6 X' we have

d(w) 5 T2 + 1 and hence X' is bounded and therefore good.

The implication of the results (a), (b) and (c) are that the set of worlds at which

any wff of the language of modal propositional logic is true, is good.

To show that sentences of the form Ga —» (>(a A —·<>o1) V <>(—·o A Oo) are valid in

(WC R, V) we need to show that if X was good then }

X'Q(X¤(W—X'))*LJ((W—X)¤X*)*.
n

j

We use the same technique that was used to show that X' is good if X is good. f

Let X contain some natural numbers. Let Tl be the smallest natural number inX.Then

X' : {11+1,11+2,...}UU and hence W—X* : {0,1,...,11}. Then Tl 6 X¤(W—-X')

andihence{11+1,11+2,...}UUQ(Xf'1(W—X'))‘ and hence X' Q (X¤(W—X*))*U((W—X)V1X')'. ÄGH, A weaker version of GL 47
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Let X contain no natural numbers. Let w 6 X* and hence for some 2 6 X we have wR2.

Let

IQ Z I, I1 Z (UJI), I2 1: (1.U(wI)), I3 Z (’LU(w(wI)))....

Then d(::;+1) = d(::;) -1- 1 and wR2; for i 2 0 and 2;+1R2;. As we have showed earlier, if X

is good and does not contain any natural numbers then X is bounded. Hence, for some i,

2; 6 X and 2;+16 W — X. We also have 2;+16 X* and hence 2;+16 X* V1 (W — X). Since

wR2;+1 we have w 6 (X' V1 (W — X))*, which is what we wanted to show. QED.

We now formulate two new rules of inference _
LR (Löb’s Rule) : If 1- @A —» A then 1- A.

HR (Henkin’s Rule) : If 1- @A ·—» A then 1- A.

We know that GL is closed under LR because of L and GH is closed under HR because of H.

The question to consider is whether there are any theorems in GL other than @62 —• @@62

which are not in GH. Before we answer that question we note some more facts that we

already know. We know that GL is the smallest system extending K4 which is closed under

LR. We now prove a small result relating LR and HR.

Lemma 5.4. Any system extending K4 is closed under LR iff it is closed under HR.

Proof: Let L be an extension of K4. It is obvious that if L is closed under LR then it

is closed under HR. We shall only show the converse. Let L be closed under HR. Then if

1-1, @A —» A we have 1-1, @@A ——• @A by RK. We also have 1-1, @A -—+ @@A. Hence,

we have @A «—> @@A and since L is closed under HR we have 1- @A and by MP with

assumption we have 1- A. QED.

The above result can be used to answer the question, whether GH U{@62 —» @@62} is

identical to GL.

Theorem 5.5. GH U{@62 —· @@62} = GL.

Proof: We know that GH Q GL. Also, we know that GH LJ{@62 @@02} extends K4.
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Also, GH is closed under HR and hence by the above Theorem , closed under LR. Hence,

GL Q GH U{@61 —» @@61}. Hence, GL = GH U{@61 —+ @@61}. QED.

Finally, we use the results of Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.3 to prove the complete-

ness result for GH.
Theorem 5.6. GH is not complete with respect to the class of transitive, reversely well-

founded models.
Proof: We know that GH Q GL. Assume that GH is complete with respect to the class

of transitive, reversely well-founded models. Let us call this class C. If l°GL a then 61 is

C—valid, because GL is valid with respect to C. lf 61 is C-valid, then }—GH 61 because GH is

complete with respect to the class C. Hence, GL Q GH, which means that GH:GL, which

we have shown to be false. QED.

With this theorem we have essentially answered all questions about the capability

of GH to encode the concept of provability and how it compares to GL.
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6. Conclusions.
Modal Logic has always been on the periphery of formal logic. Students of Artificial

Intelligence have been making attempts to use the modal operators to formalize concepts

such as ‘knowledge’, ‘belief’ etc., in order to create automated systems which can reason

about such concepts. But, since such concepts are abstract, attempts to formalize them

are not very successful. In contrast, the concept of ‘provability’ has been shown to be

formalizable in Arithmetic by Kurt Gödel. Hence, the attempts to formalize ‘provabi]ity’

in modal logic have been more successful.

It has been shown by Solovay [Solova] that GL is a propositional modal system

which can express the concept of provability. Formally, this means that, |—GL A iff for all

translations f from the language of GL to the language of P l—p f(A). GL has been shown

to be sound and complete with respect to the class of transitive and reversely well-founded

models. Boolos also showed that, if not l—GL A then there exists a finite, transitive, reversely

well-founded model in which A is not valid. This essentially implies that the set of theorems

of GL are recursive i.e., there exists an effective procedure that determines whether awffA

is a theorem of GL or not. Boolos also gives a practical decision procedure based on E

the semantic tableau method which decides whether a wff is a theorem of GL or not.
Incontrast,negative results have been proved about QGL. QGL is not complete with

respectConclusious.50 I_____



to arithmetic, neither is there a frame with respect to which it is sound and complete.

We show that GH, a weaker version of GL is not complete with respect to Arithmetic

because [ja —» Qlja is not a theorem of GH. We also show that adding Ea —» |:]|:]a to

GH yields GL. We finally conclude that unlike GL, GH is not complete with respect to

the class of transitive, reversely well-founded models. These results indicate that the Löb’s

_ theorem is an indispensable property of the provability predicate. That the set of theorems

of GH is recursive is obvious from the fact that the set of theorems of GL is recursive and
GH=GL LJ{[]cx —» Q Qu}. We have essentially answered all questions regarding GH as a

provability logic. H

l
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